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Abstract—Many algorithms feature an iterative loop that
converges to the result of interest. The numerical operations in
such algorithms are generally implemented using finite-precision
arithmetic, either fixed or floating point, most of which operate
least-significant digit first. This results in a fundamental problem:
if, after some time, the result has not converged, is this because
we have not run the algorithm for enough iterations or because
the arithmetic in some iterations was insufficiently precise? There
is no easy way to answer this question, so users will often overbudget precision in the hope that the answer will always be
to run for a few more iterations. We propose a fundamentally
new approach: armed with the appropriate arithmetic able
to generate results from most-significant digit first, we show
that fixed compute-area hardware can be used to calculate an
arbitrary number of algorithmic iterations to arbitrary precision,
with both precision and iteration index increasing in lockstep.
Thus, datapaths constructed following our principles demonstrate
efficiency over their traditional arithmetic equivalents where the
latter’s precisions are either under- or over-budgeted for the computation of a result to a particular accuracy. For the execution of
100 iterations of the Jacobi method, we obtain a 1.60× increase
in frequency and 15.7× LUT and 50.2× flip-flop reductions over
a 2048-bit parallel-in, serial-out traditional arithmetic equivalent,
along with 46.2× LUT and 83.3× flip-flop decreases versus the
state-of-the-art online arithmetic implementation.

Algorithm 1 Generic finite-precision iterative algorithm.


ˆ ∈ FPN → FPN
Require: x̂(0) ∈ FPN
,
f
P
P
P
1: for k = 0 to K
 − 1 do
2:
x̂(k+1) ← fˆ x̂(k)
3: end for

Assert: Π x̂(K) − r < η

is a finite-precision equivalent of f . The problem with this
implementation lies in the coupling of P and iteration limit
K. Generally, this algorithm will not be able to ensure that
its assertion passes, and when it fails we are left with no
knowledge as to whether K should be increased or if all
computations need to be thrown away and the algorithm
restarted with a higher P instead.
As a simple demonstration of this problem, suppose we wish
to solve the toy equation
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I. I NTRODUCTION & M OTIVATION

for x using the Jacobi method [2]. This necessitates computing

In numerical analysis, an algorithm executing on the real
numbers, R, is often expressed as a conceptually infinite
iterative process that converges to a result. This is illustrated
in a general form by the equation


x(k+1) = f x(k)

in which the computable real function f ∈ RN → RN is
repeatedly applied to an initial approximation x(0) ∈ RN .
The true result, r, is obtained as k approaches infinity, i.e.


r = lim Π x(k)

x(k+1) = 1 − 0.5x(k)

k→∞

where the operator Π denotes projection of the variables
of interest since the result may be of lower dimensionality
than N . Examples of this template include classical iterative
methods such as Jacobi and successive over-relaxation, as
well as others including gradient descent methods, the key
algorithms in deep learning [1].
In practice, these calculations are often implemented using
finite-precision approximations such as that shown in Algorithm 1, where FPP denotes some finite-precision datatype,
P is a measure of its precision (usually bit-width) and fˆ

starting from x(0) = 0, which yields the sequence 0, 1, 0.5,
0.75, 0.625 and so on.
When performing this arithmetic using a standard approach
in either software or hardware, we must choose a single, fixed
precision for our calculations before beginning to iterate. Figure 1 (left) shows the order in which the digits are calculated
when the precision is fixed to four decimal places: iteration-byiteration, least-significant digit (LSD) first. Choosing the right
precision a priori is difficult. If it is too high, we waste time.
For instance, it is unnecessary to calculate x(4) to beyond three
decimal places because every further digit will be 0. However,
if the precision is too low, the sequence may never converge; if
all calculations were truncated at the decimal point, we would
instead obtain the sequence 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, etc.
Our proposal, illustrated in Figure 1 (right), avoids the need
to answer the aforementioned question entirely. The digits are
calculated in a diagonal pattern, sweeping through iterations
and decimal places simultaneously. From the pattern, we can
infer that the longer we compute, the more accurate our result
will be; the computation can terminate whenever the result
is accurate enough. This avoids the need to fix the precision
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Fig. 1. Alternative digit-calculating strategies for the same result. Left:
iteration-by-iteration, LSD first. Right: our proposal, MSD first.

beforehand, but requires the ability to calculate from mostsignificant digit (MSD) first, a facility provided through the
use of online arithmetic [3]. While general-purpose processors featuring traditional, LSD-first arithmetic units exhibit
inefficiency for the realisation of online arithmetic, FPGAs
represent ideal platforms for the implementation of such MSDfirst operations thanks to their completely flexible fabrics.
The proposed architecture, coined ARCHITECT, is the first
to allow the runtime adaption of both precision and iteration
count for iterative algorithms implemented in hardware. More
specifically, we make the following novel contributions:
• The first fixed compute-resource hardware architecture
for iterative calculation capable of producing arbitraryprecision results after arbitrary numbers of iterations.
• An optimised mechanism for digit-vector storage based
on a Cantor pairing function to facilitate simultaneously
increasing precision and iteration count.
• Qualitative and quantitative performance and scalability
comparisons against traditional and state-of-the-art online
arithmetic FPGA implementations.
The designs presented and evaluated in this paper are
fixed point. ARCHITECT’s principles are, however, generic,
and could be employed for the construction of floating-point
operators supporting arbitrary-precision mantissas.
II. BACKGROUND
In scientific computing, machine learning, optimisation and
many other numerical application areas, methods of iterative
calculation are particularly popular and interest in their acceleration with FPGAs is growing [4]. Implementations relying
on traditional arithmetic—whether digit-serial or -parallel—
enforce compile-time determination of precision; for digitparallel designs this affects their area, while for digit-serial it is
one of the factors affecting algorithm runtime. Realtime tuning
of precision in iterative calculations was enabled through the
use of online arithmetic in recent work [5], however unrolling
was necessary in order to implement the algorithm’s loop;
area therefore scaled with the desired number of iterations.
As shown in Table I, ARCHITECT stands apart from these
alternatives by enabling the runtime selection of both factors
affecting result accuracy while keeping compute area constant.
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A. Arbitrary-precision Arithmetic
Calculations requiring very high precision are of increasing prevalence; in many cases, double- or even quadrupleprecision floating point are insufficient [6]. Simulations of
supernovae and electromagnetic scattering necessitate hundreds of digits, while thousands are now used for ordinary
differential equations [7]. Poisson equation and Riemann zeta
function computations frequently operate to tens or hundreds
of thousands of digit precisions [8].
Many software libraries have been developed for arbitraryprecision arithmetic. The de facto standard is MPFR, which
guarantees correct rounding to any requested number of
bits [9]. Arbitrary-precision operations implemented on FPGAs have seen increasing attention in recent years; they provide flexibilities not available on other platforms, allowing for
the implementation of bespoke designs with many precision
and performance tradeoffs. Libraries including FloPoCo [10]
and VFLOAT [11], alongside proprietary vendor tools, facilitate the creation of custom-precision arithmetic IP cores.
Although they provide the designer with many options to suit
particular frequency, latency and resource usage requirements,
precision is determined at compile-time and therefore remains
fixed during operation. Sun et al. proposed an FPGA-based
mixed-precision linear solver: as many operations as possible
are performed in low precision before switching to a slower,
higher-precision mode for the later iterations [12]. Zhao et
al.’s work enables arbitrary-precision computation but, as
mentioned previously, requires compile-time determination of
iteration count [5]. Table II presents a side-by-side comparison
of these techniques and their features with ARCHITECT, the
only entry supporting the determination of precision and
iteration count after each calculation has commenced.
B. Online Arithmetic
Online arithmetic operators achieve left-to-right (MSD-first)
computation through the use of redundancy in their number
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Algorithm 2 Radix-2 online multiplication.
Inputs: serially presented digits x, y
1: x, y, w ← 0
2: for j = 0 to P + 2 do
3:
y ← y k yj
4:
v ← 2w + 2−3 (xyj + yxj )
5:
zj−3 ← sel(v)
6:
w ← v − zj−3
7:
x ← x k xj
8: end for
Output: serially generated digits z

Fig. 2. Radix-2 online adders. Left: serial. Right: parallel.

representation [3]. With the radix-2 signed-digit representation we employ, the ith digit of a number x, xi , lies in
{−1, 0, 1} [13]. In hardware, each xi corresponds to a pair
−
+
−
of bits, x+
i and xi , selected such that xi = xi − xi .
1) Online Addition: A classic online adder makes use of
full adders and registers to add digits of inputs x and y
presented serially as xin and yin , as shown in Figure 2 (left),
from most to least significant [3]. Digits of z start to appear at
serial output zout after two clock cycles; this is the online delay
of the adder, denoted δOA . Duplication of the serial adder P
times and removal of its registers leads to the creation of a P digit parallel online adder devoid of online delay, as shown in
Figure 2 (right) [3]. Crucially, while carry digits are presented
at the least-significant end of the adder and generated at the
most, there is no carry chain; the critical path lies across two
full adders [14]. This indicates the adder’s suitability for the
construction of more complex online operators and that its
maximum frequency is independent of precision [5].
2) Online Multiplication: Algorithm 2 illustrates classic
radix-2 online multiplication: a process that operates in serialin, serial-out fashion [3]. Digit vectors x and y are assembled
from digits of inputs x and y over time from most-significant
first; k represents concatenation performed such that
x(j) =

j
X
i=0

xi 2−i−1 ,

y (j) =

j
X

yi 2−i−1

i=0

during cycle j. Digit-selection function sel [5], which can be
implemented with a four-digit multiplexer, serves to determine
the digits of output z. This is defined to be


if v ≥ 1/2
1
sel(v) = 0
if − 1/2 ≤ v ≤ 1/4

−1 otherwise
zj is produced at cycle j + 3 since δOM = 3. A P -digit online
addition lies at the heart of the algorithm; due to its fixed
width, hardware that implements Algorithm 2 can multiply to
a precision of at most P , which must be fixed in advance.
III. P ROPOSED ARCHITECT URE
Using classic online operators as a starting point, we now
describe the construction of constant compute-resource hardware capable of performing iterative computation to increasing
precision over time. We call this concept ARCHITECT.
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Fig. 3. Indexing of digits and chunks within a p-digit number. i indexes all
digits, while those of each of its n chunks, indexed c, are indexed with u.

A. Digit-vector Storage
Classic online operators make use of registers to store digit
vectors. When implementing Algorithm 2 in hardware, for
example, P -digit registers are needed for x and y. To compute
to an arbitrary precision p instead, however, this is unsuitable;
we must use RAM for digit-vector storage to avoid both underand over-budgeting register resources. We break p into two
dimensions: one fixed, U , that determines the RAM width, and
a second variable, n = dp/U e, representing the number of these
‘chunks’ that constitute each p-digit number. When performing
iterative calculations, independent digit vectors exist for each
step, thus their indexing requires three separate variables:
iteration k, chunk c ∈ [0, n) and chunk digit u ∈ [0, U ). The
relationships between c, n, u, U and overall digit index i are
shown visually for a single p-digit number in Figure 3.
Since ARCHITECT requires iteration index k and precision
p to both vary non-monotonically as time progresses, it is
necessary to uniquely encode a one-to-one mapping from twodimensional iteration and chunk index pair (k, c) into onedimensional time. We use a Cantor pairing function (CPF), a
bijection from N2 onto N, for this purpose, defined to be
(k + c) (k + c + 1)
+c
2
The function’s bijectivity means that it is injective and surjective, both crucial properties for ARCHITECT. Unlike classic row- or column-major indexing, CPFs’ injectivity allows
both dimensions to grow without bound while providing a
unique result for every (k, c). The operation of our CPF is
demonstrated visually in Figure 4; what is conceptually a
three-dimensional array indexed as (k, c, u) becomes a twodimensional array indexed by (cpf(k, c), u) instead, thereby
suiting the ‘flat’ nature of RAM. Its surjectivity ensures that
every cpf(k, c) is produced by some (k, c), thus enabling the
most efficient use of the available memory.
cpf(k, c) =

c
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Fig. 4. Operation of our Cantor pairing function, showing the transformation
of a three-dimensional array growing with both iteration and chunk indices k
and c (left) to a structure growing only in a single dimension (right).

Algorithm 3 Loop body of arbitrary-precision radix-2 online
multiplication, performed p times for p-digit precision.
Inputs: digit xin , digit yin , iteration index k, number of chunks
n, chunk digit index u
1: y[cpf(k, n − 1)][u] ← yin
2: for c = n − 1 to 0 do
3:
v[cpf(k, c)] ← 2w[cpf(k, c)]+
2−3 (x[cpf(k, c)]yin + y[cpf(k, c)]xin )
4:
if c > 0 then
5:
w[cpf(k, c)] ← v[cpf(k, c)]
6:
end if
7: end for
8: zout ← sel(v[cpf(k, 0)])
9: w[cpf(k, 0)] ← v[cpf(k, 0)] − zout
10: x[cpf(k, n − 1)][u] ← xin
Output: digit zout

We are now in a position to rewrite the body of Algorithm 2 such that it can compute results to arbitrary precision.
These transformed steps are shown in Algorithm 3. Most
importantly, a new loop has been introduced; this iterates
over the n pairs of p-digit numbers’ chunks, most-significant
first, to facilitate arbitrary-precision multiplication with a U digit adder. Digit vectors x, y, v and w are now indexed in
two dimensions, corresponding to standard RAM addressing
denoted as [word][digit]. Where a digit index is not given, all
U digits of that word are accessed simultaneously.
B. Digit Computation Scheduling
Given a generic online delay δ made up of latencies from
a pipeline (or replicated pipelines operating in parallel) of
one or more operators implementing the body of an iterative
algorithm, restrictions are imposed on the order in which digits
are calculated across iterations. δ impacts us in two ways:
• As exemplified in Algorithm 2, calculation of the first
output digit requires the prior input of the first δ +1 input
digits. Thereafter, each subsequent output digit requires
one additional input digit in order to be computed.
th
th
• The i output digit is generated δ cycles after the i input
digit is presented.
In general, digits within the same iteration can be calculated
indefinitely, while those lying across iterations must be se-

Fig. 5. Digit pattern for generic iterative computation using online operators,
prioritising iteration count over precision.

quenced such that they obey these δ-imposed limitations. The
(k)
scheduling of output digit zi generation must therefore obey








(k)
(k)
(k+1)
(k)
t zi+1 > t zi , t zi
> t zi+δ
for all iteration indices k ≥ 0 and digit indices i ≥ 0, where
t is the time at which a generation event occurs.
While we have the choice of whether to prioritise iteration
count or precision within these bounds, in this paper we
always advance iteration index k as soon as possible. Thus, an
appropriate mapping from the current to next digit respecting
the aforementioned dependences is depicted in Figure 5. The
figure reveals two distinct groupings of digits: we call the
blocks of δ + 1 MSDs of each iteration group 1, while the sets
of δ digits that follow each belong to group 2. δ + 1 digits
make up each group 1 since output digit generation always
lags input presentation by δ cycles; the computation of the
th
(k + 1) iteration’s first digit requires the prior generation of
th
the k iteration’s first δ+1 digits, themselves necessitating the
k th iteration’s first 2δ + 1 input digits to compute. Following
the calculation of the group 1 digits within each iteration,
group 2s are processed ‘downwards’ and ‘leftwards,’ with
slope dependent on δ and control snapping back to the first
iteration once digit position i = 0 has been reached.
Given a particular (k, n, u), we can compute the subsequent
(k 0 , n0 , u0 ) to realise this pattern with the finite-state machine
(FSM) depicted in Figure 6, whose functionality is as follows.
• Group 1 control: Manages the propagation and storage of
δ + 1 digits at the start of each new iteration. Since RAM
width U is always greater than δ, a limitation we impose,
the number of chunks n = 1 in group 1, thus digits can
always be computed in successive clock cycles.
• Group 2 control: For δ digits’ propagation and storage.
• Iterative addition: When p ≤ U , ARCHITECT is able to
perform p-digit additions in single clock cycles. However,
when p > U , once each U -digit chunk has been computed, normal computation in group 2 must be halted
for n − 1 cycles to calculate one digit of the iterative
algorithm’s output [5]. Note that this loop cannot be
unrolled since p is variable.
C. Required, Resultant and Maximum Iterations & Precision
In order to reach a result of required accuracy defined by
its iteration index and precision (Kreq , Preq ), we must compute

Start
Group 1
c = 0 ∧ p = 2δ + 1

n = 1 ∧ p ≤ 2δ + 1

b0
a00

p>δ+1
Iterative
addition

n>1
Group 2
c = 0 ∧ p 6= 2δ + 1

Fig. 6. ARCHITECT FSM for digit computation scheduling. Termination
occurs either on demand or when the allocated RAM has been exhausted.
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Fig. 8. Jacobi method datapath, highlighting digit-vector storage.

IV. B ENCHMARK : JACOBI M ETHOD
In order to evaluate ARCHITECT, we implemented a widely
used iterative algorithm, the Jacobi method, in hardware
following the aforementioned principles. The Jacobi method
seeks to solve the system of N linear equations Ax = b. If A
is decomposed into diagonal and remainder components such
that A = D + R, x can be computed as


x(k+1) = D −1 b − Rx(k)
or, expressed in element-wise fashion, as


X
1 
(k) 
(k+1)
bi −
aij xj
xi
=
aii

∀i ∈ [0, N )

i6=j∈[0,N )

for at least Kreq iterations and to at least Preq -digit precision.
As shown in Figure 7, we define the number of iterations
resulting from computation to accuracy target (Kreq , Preq ) as
Kres and the precision of the first iteration’s result—always
the most precise—as Pres . Kres is bounded to no more than
Kmax , while Pres is similarly bounded by Pmax , both of which
are determined by the size of the allocated memory.
From the pattern shown in Figure 5, we can deduce that the
precision of the result in the k th iteration, p(k) , is given by

 l P −1 m
req

+
K
−
1
−
k
+ 1 if k < Kreq − 1
req
δ
δ
p(k) = Preq
if k = Kreq − 1


δ (Kres − 1 − k) + 1
otherwise
where Kres can be derived from (Kreq , Preq ) as
(l P −1 m
req
− 1 + Kreq if Preq > 1
δ
Kres =
Kreq
if Preq = 1
and Pres = p(0) , thus



Preq − 1
Pres = δ
+ Kreq − 1 + 1
δ
For each arbitrary-precision digit vector to be stored, Kmax
and Pmax are fixed by RAM depth D (in U -digit words).
Analysis of our pairing function’s results allow us to derive
k

j p
1 + 8/9D − 1
Pmax = U 1 + 3/2
(
Pmax/U + 1 if D ≥ (Pmax/U + 1) Pmax/2U
Kmax =
Pmax/U
otherwise

where k is the iteration index. Since D’s only non-zero
elements lie along its diagonal, D −1 is trivial to calculate.
Note that x(k+1) relies only upon the previously calculated
value of x; the calculation can therefore be parallelised by
(k+1)
computing each xi
independently. A convergence criterion, kAx − bk < η, is used in order to determine whether or
not the solution has been found to great enough accuracy.
Such a system is guaranteed to be soluble when APis strictly
diagonally dominant, i.e. if the condition |aii | > j6=i |aij |
holds for all i. Although strict diagonal dominance is not a
necessity in every case, we assume this condition to always
be satisfied in this paper for simplicity.
A metric used to quantify the sensitivity of a particular
linear system to error is the condition number of A [15], where
κ(A) = kAk A−1
Perturbations in x(k) , caused by rounding, lead to errors in
x(k+1) whose magnitude is dependent, in part, on κ(A); a high
condition number indicates that A is sensitive and therefore ill
conditioned [16]. We can expect to need at least β additional
digits of precision in order to compute a system with κ(A) =
2β than would be required if κ(A) were 1 [2].
Without loss of generality, the datapath developed to solve
systems with dimensionality N = 2 is depicted in Figure 8, featuring ARCHITECT numerical operators described
in Section III. Jacobi solvers with N > 2 could have
been built with additional multipliers and adders, but this is
not the emphasis—demonstrating arbitrary-accuracy iterative
calculation—of this work. Note that runtime division is unnecessary since A and b are constants and simple rearrangement
transforms subtraction into addition.

A. Computation Time
Given a particular accuracy target (Kreq , Preq ), and hence a
certain Kres and Pres , we can calculate the number of clock
cycles required to compute the desired result. This total time
T can be broken down into the following three components
such that T = T1 + T2 + T3 .
• Digit generation in groups 1 and 2: The latency for a
single output digit’s computation via iterative addition
increases with the number of chunks within the given
iteration, n(k) . Across all iterations performed, this is
!
KX
res −1
U n(k) − 1
(k)
(k)
T1 =
n
p −
2
k=0


(k)
where n(k) = p /U .
• Initial online delay: We must wait δ clock cycles before
each iteration’s result begins to appear, thus the delay
across all iterations is simply
T2 = δKres

•

where δ is the combined online delay of all operators
within the datapath. For our Jacobi benchmark, δ = 5.
Serial online adder: Our datapath includes a serial online
adder with δOA = 2. When switching between iterations,
the adder requires two cycles to recalculate the preceding
iteration’s residuals in order to produce a new digit [3].
Therefore, the online delay ensures that the calculated
digit aligns with its truncated digit vector. For this,
2
T3 = Kres
− Kres + 2Kreq − 2

V. E VALUATION
Experiments were performed to investigate how ARCHI TECT scales and performs versus competing arithmetic implementations, both traditional (LSB-first) and online, using
the Jacobi method as a case study. A Xilinx Virtex UltraScale
FPGA (XCVU190-FLGB2104-3-E) was targetted, with compilation performed using Vivado 16.4. The correctness of results obtained in hardware was verified via comparison against
those produced by a golden model executed in software.
The closest work to ARCHITECT is that presented by Zhao
et al. [5], which we compare against directly. For comparison
against traditional arithmetic, we chose to implement parallelin, serial-out (PISO) operators. PISO sits at the midpoint
between fully serial (SISO) and parallel (PIPO) in terms of
area and performance [17]. With increase in precision P —
which, for traditional arithmetic, can solve problems for which
Preq ≤ P —PISO suffers less from area growth and operating
frequency fmax degradation than PIPO [18] while also being
dramatically faster than SISO [19]. While we focus exclusively
on hardware implementations here, the limitations revealed for
PISO apply equally to software libraries since precision must
be chosen prior to the iterative algorithm’s commencement.
A. Qualitative Performance Comparison
To evaluate performance, we considered systems in which


 
1
1 − 2−m
b
Am =
, b = 0 , x(0) = 0
1 − 2−m
1
b1

with b0 and b1 randomly selected from a uniform distribution
in the range [0, 1). As m increases, condition number κ(Am )
also increases, suggesting that higher precision Preq will be
required to generate a result of great enough accuracy. We
set accuracy bound η = 2−6 and experimentally determined
that the most ill-conditioned matrix requiring Preq = 32, a
commonly encountered traditional arithmetic data width, to
solve the associated system was that with m = 25, so we
limited our experiments to m ∈ [0, 25]. We postulate that
ARCHITECT should ‘win,’ i.e. compute the required result in
less time, versus PISO either when the latter’s precision P is
high and Am is well conditioned or when P is too low for an
ill-conditioned Am to allow convergence at all. Note
 that, for
ARCHITECT, we used RAM size (U, D) = 64, 210 and that
reported latencies used frequencies taken from Section V-C.
The changes in κ(Am ) and Preq by m are shown in
Figure 9 (left and mid-left, respectively). We can see that
κ(Am ) increases exponentially with m, while Preq scales
approximately linearly. Figure 9’s mid-right plot captures the
latency ratio between ARCHITECT and 32-bit PISO necessary
to compute results for matrices with low m. Here, PISO
can be said to have over-budgeted precision; P > Preq and,
therefore, results take longer to compute than had a smaller
P been chosen in advance. In region A, for the most wellconditioned matrices, ARCHITECT takes less time to reach
the target (Kreq , Preq ), while in region B the opposite is true:
the lower-indexed iterations’ results are computed to greater
accuracy than those with PISO, taking more time. Had a lower
choice of P been made for PISO, ARCHITECT would have
been at a disadvantage for the more well-conditioned matrices,
but it would also have been able to compute the results of
systems featuring ill-conditioned matrices that PISO could
not. As shown in Figure 9 (right) with P = 8, ARCHITECT
can extend into region C, where PISO’s precision is under
budgeted; here, even if PISO ran indefinitely it would never be
able to converge to an accurate enough solution. We conclude,
therefore, that ARCHITECT requires less time than PISO to
generate results either when Preq is small and convergence is
fast or when Preq is too large for PISO to ever converge.
B. Area & Frequency Scalability
Our implementational results are presented in Figure 10,
including area, maximum operating frequency fmax and the
corresponding limits on iteration count Kmax and precision
Pmax . Each of the three plots features D, the RAM depth
used for storage of each digit vector, on the x-axis. LUT
and flip-flop (FF) usage are not shown since the numbers are
insignificant compared to BRAM—from 0.0771% to 0.344%
for LUTs and 0.0198% to 0.0392% for FFs for the smallest
(D = 210 ) and largest (D = 218 ) designs implemented.
Memory usage grows with D, as expected; the higher Kres
and Pres one wishes to be able to reach, the more RAM must
be instantiated. The small increases in non-RAM resources
noted can be attributed to the additional control logic and
multiplexing required to address larger memories. With 56.4%
of BRAMs allocated on our target FPGA, we were able to
reach Kmax = 724 and Pmax = 5784. The fmax plot shows that
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Fig. 9. Qualitative comparison between ARCHITECT and traditional arithmetic (PISO). Across a collection of matrices, higher m leads to larger κ(Am ), for
which results with greater precision Preq are required to solve the linear system Am x = b.

TABLE III
A REA - SPEED TRADEOFF VIA SELECTION OF U .
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Fig. 10. Resource usage and performance of ARCHITECT Jacobi benchmark
versus RAM depth D. Area is reported in terms of BRAMs only; LUT and
FF usage were below 1% for all design points.

our implementations are able to run at between 180 MHz, for
the smallest D tested, to just below 100 MHz for the largest.
ARCHITECT gives its users the freedom to trade off area and
computation time directly by varying RAM width U . When
U is changed, so are the widths of the parallel online adders
used in the datapath; while a design with narrower adders
is just as able to compute a particular result as one capable
of performing wider additions, it will also consume more
clock cycles in return for demanding lower resource usage.
A comparison between U = 8 and U = 64 with the same D,
in this case 210 , is shown in Table III to exemplify this.
C. Quantitative Area & Frequency Comparison
In order to compare the resource usage and fmax of ARCHI against its competitors, we now assume that we wish

TECT

to compute
 a result to an accuracy target of (Kreq , Preq ) =
100, 211 using the Jacobi method. Thus, at its 100th iteration,
we wish to obtain a result with 2048-digit precision. Using
U = 8, for ARCHITECT, the resultant iteration count Kres =
509 and precision Pres = 2546 and, to successfully perform
computation to (Kreq , Preq ), we must ensure that Kmax ≥ Kres
and Pmax ≥ Pres . We can determine that, by setting RAM depth
D = 217 , we are able to reach Kmax = 512 and Pmax = 4088,
which satisfies these requirements.
Figure 11 presents a side-by-side comparison of the architectures implemented following the principles presented
herein and those using PISO operators as well as the online
implementation published by Zhao et al. [5]. Most strikingly,
the latter demonstrates area inefficiency, with resource usage
scaling linearly with iteration count Kreq ; ARCHITECT consumes 46.2× fewer LUTs and 83.3× fewer FFs than Zhao
et al.’s proposal requires in order to execute 100 iterations
of the Jacobi method. fmax is comparable between the two
since the underlying arithmetic is largely equivalent, although
ARCHITECT’s is slightly superior. For PISO, we can see that,
while its fmax is initially much higher—up to 322 MHz for
Preq = 24 —than ARCHITECT’s, it falls as Preq increases;
the crossover occurs at Preq ≈ 800. With high precision
requirements, such as 210 - and 211 -digits, ARCHITECT is able
to outperform its PISO counterpart in terms of fmax by factors
of 1.17 and 1.60, respectively. Corresponding decreases in
LUT and FF usage were also found; when computing to
Preq = 210 , ARCHITECT consumes 6.87× and 25.3× fewer of
each than PISO, while for 211 these factors increase to 15.7
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